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ELIZABETH: A Portrait in Part(s) 
PRODUCTION NOTES 

 

Producer’s introduction – Kevin Loader 

 

Until his sudden death last September, Roger Michell was one of the best directors working anywhere. 

It may be that the eclecticism of his work meant that he was often not seen as auteur – but as his 

producer for over 30 years, and on many of his films, I can vouch for the fact that he was as detailed 

and creative an author as any other director I know. 

 

When Covid19 rendered our chance of shooting our next drama easily, he rang me. “Let’s make an 

archive documentary – we can do that during these months when other things look impossible.” We 

agreed to send some possible subjects back and forward – they ranged widely, from sport (Basil 

D’Oliviera?) to music (Nick Drake?) to huge historical figures. Top of Roger’s list was our Queen. I was 

sceptical: How to find an approach that was nothing like the plethora of royal documentaries we’ve 

all seen before and turn up regularly on television. But Roger had done a lot of thinking – and with his 

customary, passionate twinkle, he told me what he had in mind. The following director’s statement is 

what he sent me – and what we used to convince everyone else that this was a film we needed to 

make. 

 

Director’s Statement - Roger Michell 

 

ELIZABETH…  

 

She is the longest-lived and longest-reigning British monarch. Ever.  

 

She is the longest-serving female head of state in the history of the world, the world’s oldest living 

monarch, the longest-reigning current monarch, and the oldest and longest-serving current head of 

state.  

 

But... she’s now so much more than any of these things. She’s entrenched as part of our collective 

unconscious, the stuff of our dreams, our projections, our sense of ourselves, by far the most famous 

female face in the history of the world. More people dream about the Queen than any other living 

person. She’s the Mona Lisa, instantly recognisable, and yet elusively and perpetually unknowable.  

 

She’s entering her ninth decade of public service.  

 



 

 

There’s hardly anyone on the planet who hasn’t grown up with her face, her presence, her image 

constantly around them… her image everywhere, on coins and stamps and banknotes and on tea-

towels and mugs and Sex Pistol record sleeves and carrier bags... images encountered, consciously or 

unconsciously; many, many times a day, every day, every year, decade upon decade.  

 

She’s a cult: like Mao, like Stalin, like Marilyn Monroe. She’s more famous than the Beatles.  

 

She’s a fiction... a function of our imagination... and yet she lives. 

 

And it’s her apparent ordinariness and humility and her refusal to move with the times in her dress or 

her routine that makes her all the more a fixed point in a chaotic firmament.  

 

We all carry around secret versions of her in our heads.  

 

And like it or not the HERNESS of her is so important.  

 

She’s our collective Mother.  

 

Everyone’s Mother looks like the Queen. She’s that special place where we can project our secret 

beliefs: the perfect void where anything is possible.  

 

She’s a Queen in a castle in a Fairy story. Or the Queen in a hard-hat opening a recycling factory.  

 

And you don’t have to be a monarchist to have the Queen in your head. 

 

Using archive like a time-machine, we’ll build portraits and versions of the woman and the icon: 

whizzing back and forth through the decades, sampling needle-drop music and a bit of social history 

along the way.  

 

And what social history! It’s almost unbelievable that one woman can have experienced so much 

change in one lifetime... that is, OUR lifetimes, our change, our lives, our social history, but here 

crystallised and concentrated and distilled through the prism of HMQ.  

 

Even the archive, its texture and colour, from the 1930’s to the 2020’s, each clip like a tiny burst of 

time-capsule stacked with the scent of the past.  

The Queen growing up, being handed a hundred bouquets... shaking a thousand hands... 

 

As all around her, time and the world swirls like a tropical typhoon: everything in the canvas changes, 

absolutely everything...  

 



 

 

Except her.  

 

Elizabeth.  

 

A celebration, but without judgement or voice-over or debate or talking heads or commentary.  

 

A truly cinematic Mystery Tour up and down the decades; playful, poetic, funny, disobedient, 

ungovernable, affectionate, inappropriate, mischievous…  

 

And in awe... 

 

Making the Film – Kevin Loader 

 

Roger Michell’s second call was to Joanna Crickmay, our editor. Joanna had edited Roger’s last 

documentary There’s Nothing Like a Dame, so their working relationship was already established; she 

also shared a lot of my early professional heritage, working on dozens of cultural documentaries for 

BBC Television. 

 

What we all agreed we needed next was a team of top-notch archive researchers/producers, 

preferably with experience of the hundreds of hours of footage of the British royal family, and we 

found these in the brilliant duo of Emily Thomas and Rebecca O’Connor Thompson. Both had dealt 

with the key film libraries before and had extensive experience of the diplomatic business of obtaining 

re-use approvals from the BBC and the Queen’s Communications team.  

 

Joanna and Roger started by ordering in previous documentaries about the Queen, particularly those 

that had obtained intimate, behind-the-scenes access, and it was through watching those that we 

contacted veteran film-makers Edward Mirzoeff and John Bridcut, both of whom were generous with 

their time and insight and joined our team as consultants.  

 

Roger’s idea was always to organise the film in chapters or parts, and slowly the archive, like a chaotic 

cooling universe, began to be attracted to its rightful place in the film. In the end we had more chapters 

than space, and we played around with the order for a while, but what we have now is what Roger 

and we agreed was the best journey through the incredible life and times of Elizabeth.  

 

Roger finished the final day of the final sound mix of this film on the day he died, so we can with 

confidence say that this is the film as finished by him. We’re all proud to have been part of it. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Short synopsis 

 

A truly cinematic Mystery Tour; 

 

Up and down the decades; 

 

Playful, poetic and funny; 

 

Disobedient, ungovernable; 

 

Affectionate, inappropriate and mischievous; 

 

In AWE… 

 

In CELEBRATION… 

 

Roger Michell tells a story about Elizabeth. 

 

Roger Michell Bio – Director 

 

The late Roger Michell was one of the UK’s most acclaimed film, television and theatre directors. 

  

His award-winning body of films include the global hit Notting Hill; Venus, for which Peter O’Toole 

received his last Oscar nomination; Enduring Love, from Ian McEwan’s novel, starring Daniel Craig; My 

Cousin Rachel, starring Sam Claflin and Rachel Weisz; Blackbird, starring Susan Sarandon and Kate 

Winslet; Hyde Park on Hudson, starring Bill Murray and Laura Linney; and two films starring Jim 

Broadbent, Le Week-end and the recent The Duke, alongside Helen Mirren. His American-based work 

included Changing Lanes, with Ben Affleck and Samuel Jackson, and Morning Glory, starring Harrison 

Ford, Rachel McAdam and Diane Keaton. 

 

His previous documentaries include BBC films about the actors Harish Patel and Sir Michael Redgrave, 

and the 2018 feature Nothing Like a Dame, a film in conversation with Judi Dench, Maggie Smith, 

Eileen Atkins and Joan Plowright. 

  

Roger directed acclaimed television for the BBC, including Hanif Kureshi’s ‘The Buddha of Suburbia’, 

and an adaptation of Jane Austen’s ‘Persuasion’, which won him a BAFTA. Roger won a second BAFTA 

for the mini-series ‘The Lost Honour of Christopher Jeffries’, based on the false accusations made 

against his former English teacher, for ITV. 

  



 

 

Following early stints with The Royal Court Theatre and the Royal Shakespeare Company at the start 

of his career, Roger continued to work regularly in theatre, focussing particularly on new plays by 

writers such as Joe Penhall, Nina Raine and Joanna Murray Smith at venues including The National 

Theatre, the Old Vic, the Royal Court and the Almeida theatres.  

 

He died just after completing Elizabeth in 2021. 

 

Kevin Loader Bio - Producer 

 

Kevin Loader is one of the UK’s most established film and television producers, and has produced over 

ten of Roger Michell’s films, including Venus (for which Peter O’Toole received his final Oscar 

nomination), the award-winning Le Week-end, and My Cousin Rachel, which starred Rachel Weisz and 

Sam Claflin.  

 

His current productions include the second season of Armando Iannucci’s HBO space comedy series 

Avenue 5, starring Hugh Laurie, Josh Gad, Zach Woods and Rebecca Front; Hettie McDonald’s film of 

The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry, starring Jim Broadbent; and Richard Eyre’s Allelujah, based on 

the play by Alan Bennett with a cast that includes Judi Dench, Derek Jacobi and Jennifer Saunders.  

 

Loader’s previous feature films include Iannucci’s The Personal History of David Copperfield, The Death 

of Stalin and In The Loop; Andrea Arnold’s Wuthering Heights, Sam Taylor Johnson’s Nowhere Boy and 

Nicholas Hytner’s The Lady In The Van. 

 

Joanna Crickmay Bio - Editor 

 

Joanna is an accomplished documentary editor whose work includes the BAFTA nominated films 'Alan 

Bennett's Diaries' and 'Arena: The National Theatre'. Her work covers a diverse range of subject matter 

and styles, spanning TS Eliot to Pete Doherty. 

 

Rebecca O’Connor Thompson Bio - Archive Producer 

 

Rebecca O'Connor Thompson has been an archive researcher/producer for the last 15 years.  She has 

worked on a number of TV documentaries and programmes, most notably 'Portillo's: the Trouble with 

the Tories" (C5) and BBC Events 75th VE and VJ Day anniversary shows.  This is her first feature film. 

 

Emily Thomas Bio - Archive Producer 

 

Emily Thomas has been fortunate enough to be working in the world of film and television archive for 

over 20 years.   

 



 

 

She’s worked on all manner of news, clip shows, comedy, documentaries, drama series and films, and 

even helped to snag a Focal Award for the Best Use of Footage in an Arts Production for her work on 

Arena: The National Theatre with Lone Star Productions. 

 

She is currently working on The Man Who Fell To Earth for CBS/Showtime and Peter Kosminsky’s 

contemporary political thriller, The Undeclared War for Channel 4. Both due to air in 2022 

 

“Working on Elizabeth was an utter delight and a dream come true for a lover of all things archive, 

until the heartbreak of losing Roger.  I hope we’ve done him proud!” 

 

George Fenton - Composer 

 

George Fenton works extensively in film, theatre and television. He has won multiple Ivor Novello, 

BAFTA, Golden Globe, Emmy and BMI Awards as well as a Classical Brit and has been nominated for 

five Oscars. 

 

The first of these in 1982 with Ravi Shankar for Richard Attenborough’s biopic Gandhi and George 

went on to score another 4 films for Attenborough including ‘Cry Freedom’ and ‘Shadowlands’. He has 

also enjoyed long collaborations with Stephen Frears, Andy Tennant, Nora Ephron, Nicholas Hytner 

and notably Ken Loach for whom he has scored eighteen films. Other films include ‘Dangerous 

Liaisons’, ‘The Fisher King’, ‘Groundhog Day’, ‘You’ve Got Mail’, ‘Hitch’, ‘The Lady In the Van’ and most 

recently ‘Cold Pursuit’, ‘Red Joan’, ‘The Secret: Dare To Dream’ and ‘The United Way’. 

 

TV work includes ‘The Blue Planet’, ‘Planet Earth’ and ‘Frozen Planet’. He has toured concert versions 

of all three worldwide. ‘Elizabeth - a portrait in part(s)’ is George’s second film for Roger Michell. The 

first - ‘The Duke’ - is due for release in early 2022. He says of Roger “He was musical, decisive, above 

all generous and always fun to be with”. 

 

www.georgefenton.com  

 

Ian Neil Bio - Music Supervisor 

 

Ian built his strong reputation through his work as Head of Film and TV for Polygram Records; Head of 

Film, TV & Advertising and at Warner/Chappell Music Publishing. Placing many artists in high profile 

advertising campaigns, TV and Film Productions. 

 

During his tenure at Polygram, Ian’s music supervised, LOCK, STOCK AND TWO SMOKING BARRELS, 

resulting in a double platinum soundtrack and a strong long-term collaboration with director Guy 

Ritchie & Producer Matthew Vaughn.  

 

http://www.georgefenton.com/


 

 

In 2005 Ian left Warner Chappell and began to enjoy success as a Freelance Music Supervisor with 

many credits including CONTROL, JOE STRUMMER -THE FUTURE IS WRITTEN, HISTORY BOYS, ST. 

TRINIANS 1 & 2; KIDULTHOOD; ADULTHOOD; ROCKNROLLA, NOWHERE BOY, KICK ASS 1 & 2, ALAN 

PARTRIDGE MOVIE, 127 HOURS, FILM STARS DON’T DIE IN LIVERPOOL, KINGSMAN 1 & 2, ROCKETMAN 

& WIDOWS.  

 

In May 2010 he took the role of a Director at Sony Music. Ian & his team as part of the Sony 4th Floor 

Creative Group oversee Sony music content into Advertising, TV, Film and Computer Games. In the 

world of advertising: PALOMA FAITH’S cover of Never Tear Us Apart & TOM ODELL’S Real Love both 

in the coveted John Lewis advertising spots. Uptown Funk by Mark Ronson & Bruno became the 

biggest synch track in 2015 and in 2017 the success of ‘Human’ by Rag N Bone Man s was partly helped 

by many synchs around the globe. More recently in 2018 Tom Walker’s ‘Leave A Light On” has become 

a smash hit single after being on a Sony Bravia ad campaign.  

 

Ian has now departed Sony Music and will continue to operate as an independent music supervision 

company and is working on various film & TV projects including ELIZABETH, TETRIS, THE SON, PISTOL, 

IPCRESS FILES & CULPRITS. 

 

He served as exec producer on Ian Dury Biopic SEX & DRUGS AND ROCK & ROLL Directed by Matt 

Whitecross and upcoming documentary WHO KILLED THE KLF? with long-time collaborator Chris 

Atkins & “I STILL BREATHE” Directed by Alfred Bailey, He has numerous other projects in development 

where he will either produce or exec produce. 

 

 


